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CORE ARGUMENT: Media bias to ignore ‘bad news’ from carbon markets

One of the most important determinants of markets is the quality of information that participants 

get. The leading business newspaper on the African continent is Johannesburg’s Business Day, 

serving Africa’s largest financial marketplace (in Sandton, Johannesburg) and the continent’s largest 

emitters. (Indeed the world’s largest single-source CO2 emissions site is Sasol’s Secunda operation.) 

For that reason, it would be natural for the respected Business Day newspaper to pick up a 

seemingly-limitless supply of news – e.g. from Reuters’ pointcarbon.com service – about the world 

carbon markets, especially given the heavy reliance of Durban’s COP17 outcomes on healthy 

markets. But while the markets are decidedly unhealthy, in the five weeks following the COP17, at 

least forty Reuters news stories about market imperfections (including fraud in France and 

Germany), massive oversupply and outright crashing prices were practically ignored by Business 

Day. The headines and URLs for those negative stories are supplied in the first BOX, while the 

second contains the only two stories in Business Day corresponding to this news flow (aside from a 

minor reference to carbon markets and African air transport). The first story in Business Day, by Sue 

Blaine on 15 December 2011, was decidedly positive about carbon markets and is reproduced in 

full, whereas the second was included only after a half-dozen requests were made to Business Day 

editorial page directors, to address the newspaper’s intrinsic bias. As illustrated in the third BOX, 

the six months of reports by Business Day prior to the COP17 were also very upbeat about the 

prospects of South Africa (and Africa) benefitting from a renewed commitment to Kyoto. Contained 

in the fourth BOX are the only two forthrightly critical analyses about CDMs and the broad carbon 

trading strategy that we are aware of appearing in mainstream (Independent Newspaper group) 

periodicals around the time of the COP17.



Major sites for neoliberal plus 
sustainable dev. discourses 

more bias:

‘talk left to walk right’



It contains within it two key concepts: 

the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of the 

world's poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and

the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and 

social organization on the environment's ability to meet 

present and future needs.

Sustainable development is development that 

meets the needs of the present without compromising 

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

Brundtland Commission (1987): 



John Drexhage and Deborah Murphy, 

International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD)

over the past 20 years [sustainable development] has often been 

compartmentalized as an environmental issue. Added to this, and potentially 

more limiting for the sustainable development agenda, is the reigning 

orientation of development as purely economic growth. This has been the 

framework used by developed countries in attaining their unprecedented 

levels of wealth, and major and rapidly developing countries are following 

the same course. The problem with such an approach is that natural 

resources are in imminent peril of being exhausted or their quality being 

compromised to an extent that threatens current biodiversity and natural 

environments…  Sustainable development has found a de facto 

‘home’ in climate change… There is a huge gap between the 

multilateral processes, with their broad goals and policies; and national 

action, which reflects domestic political and economic realities.



their idea: World Bank
‘impeccable’ logic of 

green capitalist 
pollution trade

DATE: December 12, 1991
TO: Distribution
FR: Lawrence H. Summers

‘I think the economic logic behind dumping 
a load of toxic waste in the lowest wage 
country is impeccable and we should face 
up to that… Africa is vastly underpolluted’
(preparing for original Rio Earth Summit, secret memo of Bank chief 
economist Larry Summers, later US Treasury Secretary and Obama’s
economic manager – full memo: www.whirledbank.org)



Shock Doctrine 

by Naomi Klein 

(and Milton Friedman) 

according to Friedman (advisor to Pinochet after 
9/11/73 coup in Chile): ‘only a crisis - actual or 
perceived - produces real change’

extra-economic coercion is vital for neoliberalism

Chile: ‘the most extreme capitalist makeover 
ever attempted anywhere... “Chicago School” 
revolution, as so many of Pinochet’s
economists had studied under Friedman 
there. He coined a phrase for this painful 
tactic: “shock treatment”.’



http://davidharvey.org



Ugandan marxist

Dani Nabudere

(1929-2011) 

‘financialization’  

thesis vindicated

The Crash of 

International 

Finance Capital 

and

The Rise and Fall 

of Money Capital source: The Economist





limits of ‘temporal fix’: 

wealthy governments’ debt 

reaches (political) ceiling

vast increase 

mainly reflects 

bailout of US 

and European 

banks in late 

2008



Source: IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, April 2010

limits of ‘temporal fix’: uncontrolled financial markets

and become more 

desperate to invest 

liquidity, seeking 

more speculation 

(e.g. ‘$3 trillion’ 

carbon market)

as limits are reached, 

financiers need

more bailouts



UK Climate Change Minister 

Greg Barker, 2010:

“We want the City of 

London, with its unique 

expertise in innovative 

financial products, to 

lead the world and 

become the global hub 

for green growth 

finance. We need to 

put the sub-prime 

disaster behind us …”





False Solutions: technology

• dirty ‘clean energy’: nuclear, ‘clean coal’, 

fracking shale gas, hydropower, hydrogen;

• biofuels, biomass, biochar;

• Carbon Capture and Storage; and 

• other whacky geoengineering gimmicks 
(Genetically Modified trees; sulfates in the air to 

shut out the sun; iron filings in the sea to create 

algae blooms; artificial microbes to convert plant 

biomass into fuels, chemicals and products; large-

scale solar reflection e.g. desert plastic-wrap)



biofuel (soya, maize) as False Solution
•Energy Negative

•Water Negative

•Production Increases Air/Water Pollution

•Drives up Energy, Food, Land Prices

•Increases Monoculture, Decreases Sustainability

•Increases Land Concentration in Fewer Hands

•Increases Power/Control by MNCs
– Howard Ehrman, Univ of Illinois

‘The shift from petroleum to biomass is, in fact, worsening 

climate change, increasing deforestation and biodiversity loss, 

degrading soils and depleting water supplies. Further, the new 

“bio-based” economy threatens livelihoods, especially in the 

global South where it encourages “land grabs”.’
- ETC Group, EcoNexus/African Biodiversity Network/Gaia, Biofuel Watch



Carbon Capture and Storage as False Solution

critique:
• violates Precautionary Principle

• costs are excessive

• increases energy to produce power by 25%

• unproven technology

• at least a decade away from implementation

• prolongs extraction of coal - Howard Ehrman, Univ of Illinois



geoengineering False Solutions stymied?

Neth Dano, ETC Group Philippines: “Not perfect… 

interim definition of geoengineering is too narrow 

because it does not include Carbon Capture and 

Storage technologies… a change of course is 

essential, and geoengineering is clearly 

not the way forward.” 

Convention on Biological Diversity in Nagoya, 2010:

no geoengineering activities should take place until 

risks to the environment and biodiversity and 

associated social, cultural and economic impacts have 

been appropriately considered 



‘Payment for Environmental Services’?

ecosystems useful to humans: 

• storage of carbon by soils, vegetation, and 

oceans, 

• habitats for plants, animals, and micro-

organisms, 

• filtering of fresh water, and even 

• aesthetic or spiritual significance of 

landscapes 

- source: Kathy McAfee, SF State University



Payment for ‘Environmental Services’?
Compensating the poor and other land users 

for practices that maintain healthy, ‘service-

producing’ ecosystems may be an important 

part of strategies for sustainable and 

equitable development. Serious problems 

arise, however, when such compensation 

schemes are framed as markets.
-Kathy McAfee, SF State University

main False Solution: global carbon market
core to multilateral climate governance



can ‘global governance’ fix world crises?
recent record of elites: repeated top-down failures

• last solution: 1987 Montreal Protocol on CFCs (ozone hole)

but since then:
• dominant neoliberals (1990s), neoconservatives (2000s)
• Rio 1992 Earth Summit, World Water Forums since Dublin in 
1992 and Joburg 2002 W$$D all ‘neoliberalised nature’



first time SA hosted 
global environment 
conference: WSSD

World $ummit on $ustainable Development 
Johannesburg, 31 August 2002: 30,000 protested 

UN ‘type-two partnerships’, privatisation of 
water, emissions trading, neoliberalism





can ‘global governance’ fix world crises?
recent record of elites: repeated top-down failures

• last solution: 1987 Montreal Protocol on CFCs (ozone hole)

but since then:
• dominant neoliberals (1990s), neoconservatives (2000s)
• Rio 1992 Earth Summit, World Water Forums since Dublin in 
1992 and Joburg 2002 W$$D all ‘neoliberalised nature’
• World Bank, IMF Annual Meetings: trivial reforms (Chinese 
voting power rising a few %, African influence remains negligible)
• ‘Post-Washington Consensus’: Stiglitz fired, 1999
• UN Millennium Development Goal rhetoric, 2000
• WTO Doha Agenda 2001: failure
• Monterrery Financing for Development summit, 2002, then G20 
global financial reregulation, 2008-09: failure
• renewed wars in Central Asia, Middle East, North Africa, 2001-?
• UN Security Council reform attempts failed, 2005
• G8 aid promises (especially for Africa) broken,  2005
• Kyoto Protocol on climate: Copenhagen Accord tragedy



Copenhagen Accord, COP 15, December 2009

• Jacob Zuma (SA)
• Lula da Silva (Brazil)
• Barack Obama (USA)
• Wen Jiabao (China)

• Manmohan Singh (India)



Durban’s COP17
‘Conference of the Parties’

28 Nov-9 Dec 2011
International Convention Centre



Durban’s COP17
‘Conference of

Polluters’
28 Nov-9 Dec 2011

International Convention Centre



Durban COP17: ‘Africa’s Climate Summit’

confirmed climate-related deaths of 
180 million Africans (Christian Aid estimate)





world’s biggest polluter



Cancun COP 16 revived market fix
in theory, as a 
‘castle in the sky’… 
but in reality, 
relying upon carbon 
markets is like 
building that castle 
atop quicksand! –
given the market’s
• corruption, 
• fraud, 
• thievery, 
• stagnation and
• speculation



carbon trading gimmick:
in 1997, US vice-president Al Gore 
(later a carbon trader) pushed for 

Kyoto to include emissions markets, 
in exchange for Washington’s 

promised support … promise soon broken 

‘The European Union has 
adopted this US innovation 

and is making it work 
effectively there.’

(An Inconvenient Truth, p. 252) 



impossible to finance renewable 
energy with such low carbon prices

emissions market’s five major crashes, 2006-09, 
2010 stagnation, 2011 theft-closure, 2012 denouement?

does EU carbon trading 
‘work effectively’?



new critique of carbon trading 

www.storyofcapandtrade.org



introducing:
Durban Group for 

Climate Justice

• October 2004 initiative

• supported by Dag 
Hammarskjold Foundation, 
Sweden

• driven by grassroots activists  in 
India, Brazil, Thailand, South 
Africa, etc

• largest signatory: Friends of the 
Earth International

• key sites: The Cornerhouse, 
FERN, SEEN, CarbonTrade
Watch, CDM Watch, Dartmouth 
Univ Environmental Studies, 
UKZN Centre for Civil Society 



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL APARTHEID

if we continue to fail…


